GRAFFITI
TOURs
We will peak into the forgotten corners and go behind the scenes, where an
entire world of fresh, unexpected, exciting and creative ideas awaits us. Graffiti
are an art that is connected to the very moment of its inception, for architecture
and the rhytm of life. The city is their museum, one which doesn’t have a constant
exhibition. They appear and disappear in the rhytm of the place of their creators.

HIGHLIGHTS:
An exclusive program conducted by academic researchers
Open your eyes to a world of street art and graffiti
Have a deep Insight into Belgrade’s rich alternative scene
Have a new understanding of Serbian urban life and society
Small group ensures a more personalized experience
WHAT’S INCLUDED?
Knowledgeable, experienced and easy going expert guides
Live tour commentary provided in English
EXCLUSIONS:
Tip or gratuity
Food & drinks

Type: Walking tours
Duration: 3 hours
Theme: Street art, arhitecture
Languages: Serbian, English,
French (other languages
available at request)
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TOUR 1

DORCOL

Dorcol in Turkish literally means „Four roads“, although there were always
two... Two Dorcols. The upper and lower Dorcol have always been a center
within the center of the city and have always with their local mentality nurtured
specific local art. Join us on the search for grafiti, that have become a symbol
of this part of town, and Belgrade as a whole.
Time and location of departure: The Republic Square at 10:00 hrs in the
morning

TOUR 2

VRACAR

This is a tour through one of the most prestigious and most beautiful parts of
town, a part where history meets modern busy lifestyle in a unique mix of
Belgrade’s spirit. Vracar district is famous not only for its historical landmarks
and architecture – its streets are filled with messages of local street artists,
who can’t wait to have their voices heard.
Time and location of departure: Slavija Square at 10:00 hrs in the morning

TOUR 3

NOVI BEOGRAD

New Belgrade is the youngest and most populated municipality of Belgrade.
The New Belgrade blocks have been named after the buildings of socialist
architecture resembling lego cubes. In this atmosphere, a completely new
spirit of Belgrade was born, developing a new art style, one different from the
old town.
Time and location of departure: Block 45 at 10:00 hrs in the morning
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“People say
graffiti is ugly,
irresponsible and
childish... but
that's only if it's
done properly.”
Banksy
"Wall and Piece"

